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History’s Perfect Storms 
Every so often, nature and human forces collide in a great way and provoke disasters 
that change the world forever.  These are nature's perfect storms.  Our weather system has a 
particular pattern to it; we have fronts that create thunderstorms, tornados, hurricanes; but 
why sometimes do all these storms come together to create such a spectacular event?  Only 
recently has human testimony been introduced to add another layer of evidence to these series 
of perfect storms.  Through research, my goal is to get inside these storms and explain what 
happens from the inside out.  Why did these storms occur, and what would it be like to 
experience them first hand?  Through my research as well, I want to see if I can discover any 
patterns about these storms, maybe a way to predict when such storms could take place.  Take 
a ride through history and experience the rarity that nature provides us with this awe inspiring 
perfect storms. 
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